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Description

Basic subscription (@bluewin.ch)   Price per month  One-off charge
    including VAT  including VAT

Basic mailbox: e-mail address with 500 MB of storage  
space and Outlook licence      14.–
One-off activation charge per contract     50.– 

Standard subscription with own domain (@mydomain.ch)
Standard mailbox: e-mail address with 2.5 GB of storage  
space and Outlook licence      19.–
Midi mailbox: e-mail address with 500 MB of storage  
space and no Outlook licence     16.–
Mini mailbox: with Outlook Web Access or  
Secure POP/IMAP Access and 500 MB of storage space      5.–
5 alias e-mail addresses per contract/domain   Included
One-off activation charge per contract     100.–  
Public folder, 250 MB   12.50

Additional options for Hosted Exchange Professional 2007 subscriptions
250 MB extra storage space per public folder  2.75
250 MB extra storage space per e-mail address 2.75
Migration of up to 5 existing email addresses   4.–
10 additional alias e-mail addresses                   10.–
Recovery of pst files from backup when needed, 
per e-mail address    100.–
Special administration by phone or e-mail     200.– 

Hosted Exchange Professional price list
All prices in CHF

Valid from 01.07.2012
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Keep track of your e-mail and appointments on the move.
Requirements: Hosted Exchange Professional subscription and Swisscom mobile subscription.

  Data volume  Price per month One-off charge
     including VAT  including VAT
Data transfer with smartphones   
Data Option Business with a  
NATEL® business basic subscription   100 MB  10.– 
Data Option Business with a  
NATEL® business classic or pro subscription   250 MB  10.– 

1 MB of data is enough for roughly 200 e-mails without attachments.
Phone calls as per NATEL® subscription, support included.

We recommend the following options for BlackBerry®:  
BlackBerry® professional  500 MB  
  in Switzerland   45.–
BlackBerry® executive                 500 MB  
  in Switzerland 
  10 MB abroad 65.–
One-off activation charge        120.–
Licence fee       8.90

1 MB of data is enough for roughly 500 e-mails without attachments.
Phone calls as per NATEL® subscription, support included.

Additional services with Hosted Exchange Professional
We recommend that you get a specialist to handle the changeover and save your existing e-mails and 
addresses. We can refer you to a Swisscom partner in your area on request.

Volume discounts
Mailbox    Basis   Standard Midi
    (bluewin)  (own domain)      (own domain)
Monthly charges for use of  
Exchange mailboxes

1 to 2 Exchange mailboxes per e-mail address   14.– 19.– 16.–
3 to 10 Exchange mailboxes per e-mail address   14.–  18.– 15.–
11 to 19 Exchange mailboxes per e-mail address   14.–  17.– 14.–
from 20 Exchange mailboxes per e-mail address  14.–  on request on request

Discounts/prices are determined separately for each mailbox type, i.e. mailboxes of different types are 
not counted together. If a threshold is reached due to an additional Exchange mailbox being ordered 
or a change to the existing mailboxes, the existing mailboxes are counted pro rata.

Minimum contractual term 
- The minimum contractual term (MCT) of 12 months applies to the subscription and the first mailbox
 - There is a 50% discount on the activation charge if you choose a 24-month MCT.
 - There is a 100% discount on the activation charge if you choose a 36-month MCT.

- The MCT for all other mailboxes and options is one month (with notice to the end of a month).

-  Data subscription for mobile e-mail with ActiveSync®: one month (with notice to the end of a 
month). BlackBerry® Hosted: one month (with notice to the end of a month).


